Febrile seizures (FS) are assumed to not have adverse long-term effects on cognitive development. Nevertheless, FS are often associated with hippocampal sclerosis which can imply episodic memory deficits. This interrelation has hardly been studied so far. In the current study 13 children who had suffered from FS during infancy and 14 control children (7 to 9-years-old) were examined for episodic and semantic memory with standardized neuropsychological tests. Furthermore, using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) we studied neuronal activation while the children performed a continuous recognition memory task. The analysis of the behavioral data of the neuropsychological tests and the recognition memory experiment did not reveal any between-group differences in memory performance. Consistent with other studies fMRI revealed repetition enhancement effects for both groups in a variety of brain regions (e.g., right middle frontal gyrus, left parahippocampal gyrus) and a repetition suppression effect in the right superior temporal gyrus. Different neural activation patterns between both groups were obtained selectively within the right supramarginal gyrus (BA 40). In the control group correct rejections of new items were associated with stronger activation than correctly identified old items (HITs) whereas in the FS group no difference occurred. On the background that the right supramarginal gyrus is assumed to mediate a top-down process to internally direct attention toward recollected information, the results could indicate that control children used strategic recollection in order to reject new items (recall-to-reject). In contrast, the missing effect in the FS group could reflect a lack of strategy use, possibly due to impaired recollective processing. This study demonstrates that FS, even with mainly benign courses, can be accompanied by selective modifications in the neural structures underlying recognition memory.
Febrile seizures (FS) are assumed to not have adverse long-term effects on cognitive development. Nevertheless, FS are often associated with hippocampal sclerosis which can imply episodic memory deficits. This interrelation has hardly been studied so far. In the current study 13 children who had suffered from FS during infancy and 14 control children (7 to 9-years-old) were examined for episodic and semantic memory with standardized neuropsychological tests. Furthermore, using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) we studied neuronal activation while the children performed a continuous recognition memory task. The analysis of the behavioral data of the neuropsychological tests and the recognition memory experiment did not reveal any between-group differences in memory performance. Consistent with other studies fMRI revealed repetition enhancement effects for both groups in a variety of brain regions (e.g., right middle frontal gyrus, left parahippocampal gyrus) and a repetition suppression effect in the right superior temporal gyrus. Different neural activation patterns between both groups were obtained selectively within the right supramarginal gyrus (BA 40). In the control group correct rejections of new items were associated with stronger activation than correctly identified old items (HITs) whereas in the FS group no difference occurred. On the background that the right supramarginal gyrus is assumed to mediate a top-down process to internally direct attention toward recollected information, the results could indicate that control children used strategic recollection in order to reject new items (recall-to-reject) . In contrast, the missing effect in the FS group could reflect a lack of strategy use, possibly due to impaired recollective processing. This study demonstrates that FS, even with mainly benign courses, can be accompanied by selective modifications in the neural structures underlying recognition memory.
INTRODUCTION
It is widely believed that febrile seizures (FS) usually take benign courses and do not have adverse long-term effects on the cognitive development of children (see Hirtz, 2002 for an overview). However, there is evidence that FS are related to hippocampal injuries (e.g., Cendes, 2004) which in turn should entail an impairment of episodic memory. Although FS are the most common seizure disorder in childhood (prevalence 2-5%; Yilmaz et al., 2008; Nakayama, 2009) , memory functions have hardly been investigated so far. The goal of the present study was to identify possible FS-related modifications in the neural structures underlying episodic memory by means of functional MRI.
Febrile seizures are convulsions brought on by fever between the ages of 6 months and 5 years. One third of the affected children suffer more than one FS during infancy. FS can be divided into two groups, simple and complex. Seventy to 75% of children suffer from simple FS that are generalized and last less than 15 min. Complex FS are either focal or prolonged (longer than 15 min), or they are multiple seizures that occur within 24 h. To allow assumptions about the consequences of FS on memory development in general we included a representative cross-section of FS characteristics in a sufficiently large sample with a mixture of simple and complex FS.
Studies have repeatedly observed hippocampal injuries among children and adults with prior FS for both the simple type (Auer et al., 2008) and the complex type (e.g., Fisher et al., 1998; Van Landingham et al., 1998; Sokol et al., 2003; Cendes, 2004) . Although it remains unclear whether FS cause abnormalities in the medial temporal lobe (MTL; Falconer, 1974; Bruton, 1988; Cendes et al., 1993; French et al., 1993; Huang and Chang, 2009) or whether pre-existing brain anomalies induce FS (Hesdorffer et al., 2008) , the converging evidence for hippocampal injuries being related to FS gives rise to the assumption that FS children should exhibit specific impairments in declarative long-term memory. Declarative memory consists of two subsystems: episodic memory (memory of events) and semantic memory (context free knowledge; Tulving, 1972) . It is well established that episodic memory depends on the integrity of the hippocampus (Vargha-Khadem et al., 1997; Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001 ) whereas semantic memory seems to be more dependent on perirhinal and entorhinal cortices (Vargha-Khadem et al., 1997; Gadian et al., 2000) . If FS are associated with hippocampal injuries, episodic memory functions should be particularly affected.
So far, only few studies have examined episodic memory functions after FS. Animal studies that simulate FS by inducing hyperthermic seizures in young rats demonstrate that the experimentally induced seizures lead to poor episodic memory performance at a later age (Nealis et al., 1978; Chang et al., 2003) . In contrast, the few existing studies investigating human subjects found impairments only for children with specific seizure characteristics. Chang et al. (2001) found reduced recognition memory performance among 6 to 9-year-old children only when FS had occurred within the first year of life. Kölfen et al. (1998) observed impairments in visualspatial memory in 6-to 9-year-old children only after complex FS. In sum, most FS during infancy do not adversely affect memory (Baram and Shinnar, 2001; Hirtz, 2002 ) and yet the suspicion that there is an interrelation between FS and memory modifications has not been completely dispelled.
The idea of memory modifications was fueled by new evidence in an earlier study in which we tested the memory functions of 7 to 9-year-old children with standardized neuropsychological tests and an item recognition experiment with EEG recording and in which hippocampal volumes were additionally examined (Kipp et al., 2010) . In all tests, children with FS achieved the same memory performance as control children, and no significant differences in hippocampal volumes were found. However, the event-related potentials (ERP) provided evidence for modified subprocesses of recognition memory. According to dual-process theories of recognition two retrieval processes contribute to recognition: familiarity and recollection (Mecklinger, 2000; Yonelinas, 2002) . The analysis of the ERP correlates of familiarity and recollection revealed deficits in recollection-based remembering in children with FS, a memory process which is assumed to rely on the integrity of the hippocampus. In contrast, familiarity-based remembering seemed to be intact. The absence of structural changes in the hippocampus together with the missing ERP correlate of recollection in the FS group led to the conclusion that FS go along with subtle functional changes in memory mechanisms mediated by the MTL. Neuropsychological tests as well as simple designed memory experiments seem to lack the required sensitivity to detect these FS-related modifications in episodic memory (Kipp et al., 2010) . The current study was conducted to underpin this claim and to identify FSrelated modifications in the neural basis of recognition memory with functional MRI.
Functional imaging studies have identified activation patterns in the MTL associated with recollection and familiarity (see Eichenbaum et al., 2007 for a review). Hippocampal activation during both encoding and retrieval seems to reflect stronger recollection-based processes by associating items and their contexts and seems to be insensitive to changes in familiarity strength (e.g., Davachi et al., 2003; Ranganath et al., 2003; Daselaar et al., 2006) . In contrast, the perirhinal cortex contributes to familiarity-based retrieval (Davachi et al., 2003; Wais, 2008) . It is also well established that the strength of familiarity modulates lateral prefrontal and dorsal parietal activity in humans, while recollection engages primarily the ventral parietal cortex (Cabeza et al., 2008; Mecklinger, 2010) .
Notably, the current knowledge on the neural correlates of recognition memory is mostly based on studies with adults. Little is known about the neural characteristics of recognition memory in children. There only exist few functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) memory studies with school-aged children that all concentrate on memory encoding processes. A study by Chiu et al. (2006) showed activation in the left posterior MTL for 7 to 8-and 10 to 18-year-old children during story encoding predicting subsequent memory. Activation in the left anterior MTL (including the hippocampus proper) and the left prefrontal cortex was apparent only in the older child group (see also Menon et al., 2005) . However, Ofen et al. (2007) found greater fMRI activation for items later remembered than for items later forgotten in PFC and MTL regions in 8 to 24-year-old subjects. While the activation in MTL was not influenced by age, there was an age-related increase of activation in the PFC. This suggests a differential maturation of memory-relevant brain regions in the PFC and the MTL from early school age to adulthood.
To investigate changes in the neural correlates of episodic memory after FS we examined 7 to 9-year-old children who had suffered from FS in infancy and an age-matched control group. The FS group consisted of children with simple and complex FS with mainly benign courses which represents a cross-section of FS characteristics. In the face of this heterogeneity we complemented our group analyses by additional tests to control for effects of seizure type (simple vs. complex) and the number of episodes during infancy. Both child groups participated in a continuous recognition memory task (Jessen et al., 2001; Czernochowski et al., 2009) with fMRI measurement covering the entire brain. In this task, pictures were presented in random order and every picture was repeated once during the run. Participants had to indicate by button press whether a picture was presented for the first time (new item) or the second time (old item). As encoding and retrieval phases are not conducted separately, this experimental paradigm has a high ecological validity: as in real world situations it entails the simultaneous demands to detect and encode new items and to retrieve old items from memory. Also, our experience with memory studies with children revealed that old/new judgments can be easier instructed when the old/new status of items is manipulated within a single block (as in the continuous paradigm). Consistent with earlier studies (Brozinsky et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2008; Yassa and Stark, 2008) we use this paradigm to study retrieval-related brain activation.
Based on the assumption that FS can be associated with selective injuries of the hippocampus we expected to find changes in the blood-oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD) signal within the MTL for the FS group compared to controls. Compensatory activity in the prefrontal cortex or in parietal regions was also deemed possible.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

PARTICIPANTS
The FS group consisted of 18 children who had been treated at Saarland University Hospital after suffering the first febrile convulsion. Five children were excluded from analysis because of movement artifacts or technical failure. Of the remaining 13 children seven had suffered from simple and six from complex FS. Seven children suffered from more than one FS during infancy, and for three of the children the first FS occurred before the age of one. None of the children was on regular medication, showed noticeable abnormalities in the EEG, or had developed epilepsy. Eighteen control children were recruited from local elementary schools. Movement and technical artifacts made us exclude three children. One child was excluded because of a cardiac defect in the 37th week of pregnancy. The remaining 14 control children entered the statistical analysis. The two child groups were age matched (FS: 8;00 years; control: 8;04 years). All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision, and in each group 11 children were right-handed. Further details about the groups and the FS characteristics are presented in Table 1 . The children's parents gave written informed consent prior to participation. The participants were paid 8 C/h plus 12 C/session for travel expenses.
The current study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Saarland Medical Association (ID No. 151/07).
PROCEDURE
The children performed two sessions. In the first session (duration 1 h) we examined the general performance in different memory domains and in intellectual functioning to establish a correspondence to prior behavioral research on memory development after FS. Since the sample largely overlapped with the sample described by Kipp et al. (2010) we did not expect to find differences between the FS and control group. However, we report these results together with the fMRI results here to provide a comprehensive overview of FS-related memory modifications.
In the second session we ran a continuous recognition experiment with fMRI (1 h). The data of a third session in which the children performed an item recognition experiment with EEG recording is published elsewhere (Kipp et al., 2010) .
Neuropsychological assessment
Intellectual functioning. To control for possible differences in intellectual functioning between the control and the FS group we used the Raven's colored progressive matrices test, a multiple choice test on abstract reasoning (Raven et al., 2002) .
Working memory. We administered the forward and backward digit span test of the HAWIK-R (German version of the WISC; Tewes, 1997) .
Semantic memory. Three additional subtests of the HAWIK-R served to assess semantic memory: general knowledge measures factual knowledge, general comprehension measures knowledge about standard behavior patterns, and vocabulary measures word knowledge.
Episodic memory. To test verbal episodic memory the Verbaler Lern-und Merkfähigkeitstest (VLMT; Schweisthal, 1997; Helmstaedter et al., 2001 ) was used [German version of the auditory verbal learning test (AVLT)]. In this test children have to learn a list of 15 words and are assessed with respect to immediate and delayed recall, recognition, learning gradient, and interference sensitivity. To assess performance in visual episodic memory we used the Rey-Osterrieth complex figure (Osterrieth, 1944) . In this test children have to copy an abstract line drawing, and to reproduce it from memory immediately afterward and again after a delay of 30 min.
Differences in the neuropsychological test performance between the control and the FS group were assessed by means of two-tailed t -tests. Additional analyses served to see whether the following seizure characteristics within the FS group differentially affected performance: seizure type (simple vs. complex) and number of episodes during infancy (one vs. more). According to the small subgroups (seven simple vs. six complex, six one vs. seven more) we used Mann-Whitney U tests. Since, in the current sample, the two subgroups of children having had an onset of the first FS within the first year of life (N = 3) and after (N = 10; see Chang et al., 2001) were quite different in size we refrained from analyzing this additional FS characterization.
Continuous recognition experiment with fMRI
Stimuli. The stimuli were 90 colored line drawings of everyday objects from the Snodgrass and Vanderwart catalog (Rossion and Pourtois, 2004) . Each picture was framed within an area of 280 × 280 pixels.
Procedure. The continuous recognition experiment consisted of three blocks. In each block, 20 pictures were presented consecutively. Each picture was repeated once during the run with a lag of 10-15 intervening items. Additional 10 pictures were used as filler items to enable the lag manipulations for the targets. To receive the same proportion of old and new items these filler items were also repeated with differing lags but they did not enter statistical analyses 1 . This resulted in a total of 60 trials per block. Participants had to indicate by button press whether the displayed picture was presented for the first ("new") or the second time ("old"). Each 1 We performed additional analyses that included targets plus filler items. The results correspond to the analyses without filler items. Since for the targets the repetition lag was precisely controlled we report the analyses based on targets only.
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www.frontiersin.org trial started with a blank screen (250 ms) followed by a fixation cross (250 ms) and the presentation of a picture (1000 ms). The variable inter-stimulus interval was normal distributed with a mean of 4500 ms (range: 2000-7000 ms). The trial sequence was pseudo-randomized such that no more than four old or four new stimuli succeeded each other. After each block feedback for accuracy was given and the next block started immediately. Prior to the experiment, a short practice block was performed outside the scanner.
Behavioral analyses. Memory accuracy was analyzed by means of the proportion of correct old (HITs) and new responses [correct rejections (CRs)] and the discrimination index Pr, which is calculated by subtracting the proportion of false alarms to new items (FA) from the proportion of HITs (Snodgrass and Corwin, 1988) . Response bias (Br) was defined as FA/(1-Pr), assessing the willingness of saying "old" when in an uncertain state (Snodgrass and Corwin, 1988) . Differences between control and FS group with respect to memory accuracy measures and response times were assessed by means of two-tailed t -tests for independent samples. Since the two child groups differed with respect to gender distribution we conducted additional ANCOVAs with gender as a covariate. The results perfectly correspond with the results of the t -tests. Thus, only results of the t -tests are reported below. In addition, we used Mann-Whitney U tests to test whether different seizures characteristics (seizure type and number of episodes during infancy) affected performance in a different way.
MRI data acquisition.
Structural and functional brain imaging was performed on a 1.5 T Siemens Sonata scanner. A T1 weighted 3D whole-brain scan was performed for anatomical coregistration (MP-Rage sequence: TR = 1900 ms, TE = 4 ms, flip angle = 15˚, FOV = 256 mm, 176 sagittal slices). During functional imaging, 20 axial slices (4 mm thickness, 1 mm inter-slice distance, FOV = 224 mm, 64 × 64 data acquisition matrix) were acquired with a T2 * weighted BOLD sensitive gradient echo planar sequence (TR = 1800 ms, TE = 50 ms, inter-slice time 90 ms, flip angle = 85˚). A total of 605 functional volumes were taken during each experimental run.
fMRI data analyses. Analyses of fMRI data were carried out using the BrainVoyager software package (Brain Innovation B.V., Maastricht, The Netherlands). Due to excessive movement artifacts in the last third of the experiment in most children (ztranslation ≥ 6 mm), only the first and second block of the experiment (i.e., 396 volumes) entered the preprocessing and statistical analyses. The four initial volumes were excluded from further processing due to their stronger T1 saturation. The remaining volumes were preprocessed using the standard routines as implemented in BrainVoyager. First, to correct for the sequentially executed interleaved slice acquisition a slice scan time correction was performed using sinc interpolation. Next, a correction of 3D motion (sinc interpolation) was performed to spatially align all functional volumes (of both blocks) to the first acquired volume. An isotropic spatial Gaussian filter (FWHM = 6 mm) was then applied to the data. To ensure that differences between the mean signals between the two blocks do not mask the smaller differences of interest between the conditions the time course across blocks was normalized using a z-transformation procedure. After linear trend removal a temporal high pass filter with a cut-off frequency of two cycles (equalling 1/40 Hz) was applied to account for low frequency signal changes and baseline drifts. Subsequent statistical analyses were adjusted for increased autocorrelations caused by filtering. Functional slices were then co-registered to the high-resolution whole-brain anatomical scans obtained in the beginning of the sessions, and were subsequently spatially transformed into stereotactic Talairach space (Ofen et al., 2007) and re-sampled to a spatial resolution of 3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm. The hemodynamic response function (HRF) was computed as two gamma functions (onset: 0, time to response peak: 5 s, time to undershoot peak: 15 s). The design matrix for each participant included four predictors reflecting the participants' item-specific HRFs and a predictor reflecting the signal quality computed during the mean intensity adjustment procedure. In addition, motion parameters were added as predictors of no interest to the design matrix of each block. The four item status specific predictors modeled the correct rejection of the first presentation of a picture ("CR"), the correct recognition of its second occurrence ("HIT"), false-positive responses to the first occurrence of an item ("FA"), and the miss of the repetition of an object ("Miss").
In a first step, statistical analyses of the resulting percent signal change values for correct responses (HIT vs. CR) were carried out for all subjects collapsed across groups using the multistudy GLM random effects analysis tool as implemented in the BrainVoyager software package. The GLM design comprised the within-subject factor item status (HIT vs. CR). In a second step, between-group comparisons were analyzed with a GLM design including the between-subject factor group (control vs. FS) and the within-subject factor item status (HIT vs. CR). Since the numbers of FAs and Misses were small these item categories were not analyzed. To restrict analyses to the most important activations, only results exceeding a significance level of p = 0.005, also used in other studies (e.g., Ment et al., 2006) , with a 25 voxel extent threshold (cluster level corrected at p < 0.05) are reported here. Regions of interest (ROI) were defined based on clusters of activity in this second analysis. The mean percent signal change of these ROIs was subjected to further analyses to estimate the BOLD response to HITs and CRs separately for the control and FS group.
RESULTS
NEUROPSYCHOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT
The results of the control and FS group in the neuropsychological tests are presented in Table 2 . The two groups did not differ in any of the tests: there were no differences in intellectual functioning (colored progressive matrices), semantic memory (general knowledge, general comprehension, vocabulary), and verbal (VLMT) or visual episodic memory (Rey-Osterrieth complex figure) . Only the performance in the working memory task (digit span) differed marginally between-groups (p = 0.07), the FS group outperforming the control group. Considering all test results, the numerical differences between-groups had different directions, e.g., in the semantic memory tests the control group was slightly better than the FS group in general knowledge but performed slightly worse in general comprehension and
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All scores except for HAWIK-R scores are raw scores. * HAWIK-R (Tewes, 1997) is the German version of the WISC. Scores are standardized scores based on chronological age norms (mean = 10, SD = 3). ** VLMT (Helmstaedter et al., 2001) is the German version of the auditory verbal learning test (AVLT).
vocabulary. Therefore, we assume that there are no systematic group differences. Additional tests for the FS group did not reveal any relations between test results and FS characteristics, i.e., seizure type (simple vs. complex) and number of episodes during infancy (one or more).
CONTINUOUS RECOGNITION EXPERIMENT WITH fMRI
Behavioral results
To mirror the analyses of behavioral and fMRI data, only the trials from the first and second block of the continuous recognition memory task were analyzed (see Table 3 ). In both child groups the number of trials with missing responses was equal [control group: 1.71; FS group: 1.31; t (25) = 0.51, p = 0.62].
There were no significant differences in memory accuracy between the two child groups. Both groups reached the same proportion of HITs [t (25) = 1.68, p < 0.11], the same proportion of CRs [t (25) = 0.07, p = 0.95] and a similar Pr score [t (25) = 0.86, p = 0.40] 2 . There was also no difference in response bias Br [t (25) = 1.35, p = 0.19], indicating a rather neutral response bias in both groups with a numerically more conservative bias in the FS group. Table 4 gives an overview of all fMRI results reported in the following. In a first analysis we included all children irrespective of their group membership and contrasted the activation of HITs and CRs. HITs led to decreased activity in two brain voxel clusters along the superior temporal sulcus (STS, BA 22). In both significant STS clusters more than half of the voxels are located in the middle temporal gyrus (MTG) and the remaining voxels in the superior temporal gyrus (STG). In contrast, HITs gave rise to increased activity in several brain areas, namely the right middle frontal gyrus (BA 6/10), left thalamus, left parahippocampal gyrus (BA 36), and left precentral gyrus (BA 4). No differences in brain activity between HITs and CRs were observed in bilateral hippocampus. The results are illustrated in Figure 1 .
The second analysis was conducted to evaluate possible differences between the two child groups. A statistically significant between-group difference with respect to the activation in HITs and CRs was found in the right supramarginal gyrus within the inferior parietal lobule (BA 40, 48−51, 27, cluster size: 27 voxels). This finding was confirmed statistically by a ROI analysis (2 × 2 ANOVA with the factors group and item status) performed for all activated voxels in the inferior parietal lobe. The interaction between both factors was highly significant [F (1,25) = 15.59, p < 0.001]. Post hoc tests indicated that in the control group CRs showed greater activation than HITs (Scheffé-test, p < 0.01), whereas in the FS group CRs and HITs did not differ with respect to activation (p = 0.38). This result did not change when Gender was included as a covariate. The interaction pattern is illustrated in Figure 2 .
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The influence of different FS characteristics on the difference in the BOLD signal of HITs and CRs within the right supramarginal gyrus (BA 40) was explored with additional analyses for the FS group only. Mann-Whitney U tests could show that neither seizure type (p = 0.78) nor number of episodes during infancy (p = 0.48) affected the difference in BOLD signal between HITs and CRs.
DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine declarative memory processes in school-aged children who had suffered from FS in early childhood using an event-related fMRI design. Although we did not find differences in memory accuracy between control and FS group on the behavioral level the fMRI analyses revealed highly selective changes in the hemodynamic activity.
With standardized neuropsychological tests we examined performance in different cognitive domains: intellectual functioning, working memory, semantic memory, and episodic memory. In all tests the FS group reached the same level of performance as the control group. The same holds for memory accuracy and response speed in the continuous recognition memory experiment in which the two child groups did not differ. Furthermore, memory performance in FS children was not negatively influenced by the complexity of FS, or the number of episodes during infancy. We are aware of the fact that the current sample is quite small. However, the results of overlapping and enlarged groups [17 children/group; reported by Kipp et al. (2010) ] did not reveal any FS-related group differences in the neuropsychological tests too. Against the background of a possible functional hippocampal damage related to FS one could have expected lower performance selectively in episodic memory tests. However, most studies indicate that FS do not have adverse long-term effects on cognition (for an overview see Hirtz, 2002) and a minority of studies provide evidence for reduced episodic memory performance only for subgroups, e.g., for children with complex FS (Kölfen et al., 1998 ). Since we did not even find lower memory performance for children with complex FS or children who suffered from more than one FS during infancy we assume that FS-related memory deficits are too subtle and specific to be detected by neuropsychological tests (Kipp et al., 2010) . In addition, the current continuous recognition memory experiment in which the repetition lack did not exceed 90 s, may have been too easy to reveal FS-related impairments in episodic memory on the behavioral level.
Only a few studies have explicitly examined episodic memory in children by means of fMRI recordings. Therefore, in the following we refer to adult studies when discussing the activation pattern of the control and the FS group. It must be recognized that in principal the HRFs could be coupled differently in children and adults. But at least in some brain areas including the MTL region only minimal differences in the time courses and locations of functional activation foci do appear between children and adults (Kang et al., 2003; Ofen et al., 2007) .
The fMRI analysis of our continuous recognition experiment revealed several effects of item status (HITs vs. CRs) that were independent of group membership. First, repetition suppression effects (i.e., lower BOLD signal for HITs than for CRs) were visible in the right STS. This is an untypical region for recognition memory tasks. However, the MTG and, to a lesser degree, the STG have been associated with semantic priming, i.e., reduced activation for semantically primed than unprimed events (for an overview see Lau et al., 2008) . Since in the observed significant STS cluster of our study more than half of the voxels lie within the MTG, and the remaining voxels within the STG it is possible that the observed pattern indicates a priming effect in the sense that for repeatedly presented items (HITs) the access to stored conceptual representations is facilitated and therefore the BOLD activity is reduced. So far, semantic priming effects within the MTG and STG have been demonstrated with lexical material only. Studies usually devised tasks which required the semantic categorization of words or judgments on the words' semantic properties (see Lau et al., 2008) . Similar processes may have been at work in our present task, even though pictorial materials were used.
Second, we observed repetition enhancement effects in both child groups (i.e., higher BOLD signal for HITs than for CRs) in prefrontal brain regions, the thalamus, and parahippocampal gyrus. Such repetition enhancement effects have already been reported in adult memory studies (Jessen et al., 2001; Henson et al., 2005; Vilberg and Rugg, 2007) . The middle frontal gyrus (BA 6/10) is assumed to be one of the brain areas that are selectively sensitive to familiarity, although typically with greater involvement of the left hemisphere. For example Yonelinas et al. (2005) showed a positive correlation between BA 6/10 activity and the confidence with which familiarity-based recognition judgments were made. In line with these findings, Vilberg and Rugg (2007) using a remember/know procedure found familiarity sensitive regions in BA 6 and BA 10. For the current study this could indicate that the children judged repeated items as being old primarily on the basis of familiarity. We did not find any significant activation clusters in the hippocampus proper. This is in line with a study by Chiu et al. (2006) who found hippocampal activation only during encoding but not during retrieval and this only for children who were 10 years or older. However, we found a repetition enhancement effect in the left posterior parahippocampal gyrus (PHG, BA 36), a region for which Daselaar et al. (2006) found a linear activation increase with increasing levels of oldness, as revealed by recognition confidence ratings. On the basis of this finding they concluded that this activity within the posterior PHG may reflect stimulus familiarity. Preston et al. (2004) also found greater activation in a region that falls into BA 36 in forced choice recognition memory judgments on learned item pairs when the single items had been seen more frequently during encoding. The authors also relate this effect in the PHG to enhanced item familiarity. This interpretation is compatible with studies showing associations between activity in this region and item-based perceptual retrieval processes (Cabeza et al., 2001; Goh et al., 2004) . For the current study this could again mean that in case of repeated items the children's old judgments were primarily based on familiarity. This interpretation, however, has to be taken with caution as other studies relate activity in the posterior PHG to recollection (e.g., Eldridge et al., 2000; Cansino et al., 2002; Yonelinas et al., 2005; Ofen et al., 2007) . At the present state it remains unclear whether some parts of the PHG contribute to familiarity and other parts contribute to recollection.
The primary goal of the present study was to identify modifications in the neural structures of recognition memory in school children that go along with FS. The only activation difference we could find between the control and FS group was in the right supramarginal gyrus (BA 40). The control group showed higher activity for CRs compared to HITs whereas the FS group did not show a difference between both response types.
There are two possible explanations for this interaction. First, the supramarginal gyrus seems to be associated with decision confidence in memory retrieval, i.e., items that are recognized with high confidence elicit more activity than those recognized with low confidence (Daselaar et al., 2006; Ciaramelli et al., 2008) . Within this framework the differential activation patterns in the supramarginal gyrus in the two child groups could reflect differences in decision confidences for old and new items. The control group could have correctly rejected new items with higher confidence than correctly accepted old items what could have led to Frontiers in Human Neuroscience www.frontiersin.org higher supramarginal activity for new items than for old items. In contrast, the FS group could have answered with the same confidence level to both categories resulting in equal activation levels in the supramarginal gyrus. The response bias analysis tentatively supports this view. Although not significant, the control children showed a more liberal response criterion, than the FS group, i.e., in case of uncertainty they more likely pressed the old button. From this it follows, that the control group gave new responses with higher certainty/confidence and this could have resulted in the enhanced supramarginal gyrus activation to correct new responses in this group. Tentative support for this view comes from marginal significant correlation between the response bias (across both groups) and the size of the activation difference between CRs and HITs in the supramarginal gyrus (r = 0.34, p = 0.09). This means the more liberal the response criterion and as a consequence of this, the higher the confidence in rejecting new items, the larger the activation for CRs compared to HITs tended to be. This interpretation, although plausible, is still speculative and needs further exploration and empirical evidence. There is a second interpretation for the group differences within the right supramarginal gyrus. Such right lateralized activations are often reported in studies examining attentional processes in episodic memory tasks (see Hutchinson et al., 2009 for an overview). According to Quamme et al. (2010) the right supramarginal gyrus (BA 40) plays a crucial role during episodic retrieval, by allocating attention toward recollected information. This is in line with other researchers who have argued that subjects can strategically decide to rely on recollection (Hintzman and Curran, 1994; Gruppuso et al., 1997) . In their fMRI study Quamme et al. (2010) found increased activation in the right supramarginal gyrus (BA 40) being associated with a selective decrease in FAs to related lures. They concluded that enhanced top-down guided attention toward recollection can prevent FAs. The precise underlying mechanism remains unclear. Quamme et al. (2010) propose two possibilities: (1) internally directed attention could directly impact the hippocampus and increase the likelihood that the hippocampus generates a recollective signal, or (2) internally directed attention could stimulate brain regions that process hippocampal signals and therefore enhance the likelihood that a recollective signal generated by the hippocampus is detected. According to these assumptions our results could be interpreted in the following manner. The control children possibly directed more attention toward recollection when they were confronted with new items in order to prevent FAs and to correctly reject new items (recall-toreject; Clark, 1992) . This is plausible if one assumes that during the recognition task the children discovered semantic categories (e.g., "animals") and assigned most stimuli to a category. In our study, the pictorial stimuli were not explicitly organized along semantic categories, however, it was principally possible to group a large proportion of the stimuli according to such categories, e.g., the 90 stimuli included 20 pictures of animals, 16 of food, 9 of vehicles. When confronted with a new item that fit into a category the children could have recollected old items from this category to guide the rejection of the semantically related new item (see von Zerssen et al., 2001) . For the correct recognition of old items the control children in our study did not have to rely on recollection and could have judged the item status based on item familiarity. The direction of attention toward recollection in order to correctly reject new items could have resulted in a greater stimulus-evoked BOLD response to CRs than to HITs in the control group. In contrast, children with FS may have not adopted such a strategic use of recollection and therefore did not show different BOLD signals for CRs and HITs in the supramarginal gyrus. This interpretation is consistent with our ERP study that was run with the same children (Kipp et al., 2010) , in which the ERP correlate of recollection -the late parietal old/new effect -was selectively diminished in the FS group. Thus, possibly both studies indicate a highly selective deficit in recollection related processes related to FS.
CONCLUSION
In summary, the current fMRI study revealed highly selective differences in the neural activation pattern between control and FS children in the right supramarginal gyrus (BA 40) while task performance was equal. Control children showed larger stimulusevoked BOLD responses to CRs compared to HITs whereas the FS group showed similar activity for both stimulus classes. This may indicate that the control children used strategic recollection in order to reject new items (recall-to-reject) and gave old answers on basis of familiarity. In contrast, children with FS may have not directed attention toward recollection to the same degree in any stimulus class and therefore did not show different BOLD signals for CRs and HITs. This missing differentiation could be a consequence of impaired recollective processing in children with FS.
The observed modification in memory structures is especially striking given that the FS children in the study mainly had benign courses of FS. Since the memory task used in this study could be solved solely on basis of familiarity, further research is needed to find out whether FS children suffer from memory deficits on a behavioral level when the task sets high demands on recollection.
